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abstract
 
Voltage-gated K
 
1
 
 channels are tetramers with each subunit containing six (S1–S6) putative mem-
brane spanning segments. The ﬁfth through sixth transmembrane segments (S5–S6) from each of four subunits
assemble to form a central pore domain. A growing body of evidence suggests that the ﬁrst four segments (S1–S4)
comprise a domain-like voltage-sensing structure. While the topology of this region is reasonably well deﬁned, the
secondary and tertiary structures of these transmembrane segments are not. To explore the secondary structure of
the voltage-sensing domains, we used alanine-scanning mutagenesis through the region encompassing the ﬁrst
 
four transmembrane segments in the 
 
drk1
 
 voltage-gated K
 
1
 
 channel. We examined the mutation-induced pertur-
 
bation in gating free energy for periodicity characteristic of 
 
a
 
-helices. Our results are consistent with at least por-
tions of S1, S2, S3, and S4 adopting 
 
a
 
-helical secondary structure. In addition, both the S1–S2 and S3–S4 linkers
exhibited substantial helical character. The distribution of gating perturbations for S1 and S2 suggest that these
two helices interact primarily with two environments. In contrast, the distribution of perturbations for S3 and S4
were more complex, suggesting that the latter two helices make more extensive protein contacts, possibly interfac-
ing directly with the shell of the pore domain.
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INTRODUCTION
 
The voltage-gated K
 
1
 
 channels comprise a large family
of tetrameric membrane proteins that open and close
in response to changes in membrane voltage. Based on
hydrophobicity analysis, each subunit in the tetramer
contains six putative transmembrane segments, termed
S1 through S6 (Fig. 1 A). The central pore domain,
which contains the K
 
1
 
 selective ion conduction pathway,
is formed by the assembly of the S5 through S6 regions
(MacKinnon and Miller, 1989; MacKinnon and Yellen,
1990; Hartmann et al., 1991; MacKinnon, 1991; Yellen
et al., 1991; Yool and Schwarz, 1991; Liman et al., 1992;
Heginbotham et al., 1994; Ranganathan et al., 1996;
Armstrong and Hille, 1998). The KcsA K
 
1
 
 channel, a
tetrameric membrane protein of known three-dimen-
sional structure, is a relatively simple prokaryotic K
 
1
 
channel with two transmembrane segments in each sub-
unit that are homologous to S5–S6 in voltage-gated K
 
1
 
channels (Schrempf et al., 1995; Doyle et al., 1998).
Both sequence homology and the conservation of pore-
blocking toxin receptors suggests that the structure of
the pore domain of voltage-gated channels is likely to be
similar to that of KcsA (Schrempf et al., 1995; Doyle et
al., 1998; MacKinnon et al., 1998). Thus, both S5 and S6
are undoubtedly membrane spanning 
 
a
 
-helices with the
S5–S6 linker, the most conserved region of all K
 
1
 
 chan-
nels, forming a short pore helix and the selectivity ﬁlter.
The ﬁrst four transmembrane segments (S1–S4) of
voltage-gated K
 
1
 
 channels are not present in the simple
pore K
 
1
 
 channels, like KcsA and the inward rectiﬁer K
 
1
 
channels, and appear to underlie their unique voltage-
sensing capabilities (Armstrong and Hille, 1998). How-
ever, when compared with the pore domain, much less
is known about the structure of this voltage-sensing re-
gion of the channel. The presence of four transmem-
brane segments outside the pore domain is supported
by hydrophobicity analysis (Schwarz et al., 1988; Butler
et al., 1989; Frech et al., 1989; Stühmer et al., 1989; Du-
rell et al., 1998) and sequence comparisons showing
that highly conserved residues tend to cluster into four
main groups (Fig. 1, bold residues). In addition, the
numerous topological constraints that support the
membrane-folding model shown in Fig. 1 A argue for
the presence of four transmembrane segments in this
region (Hoshi et al., 1990; Zagotta et al., 1990; San-
tacruz-Toloza et al., 1994; Holmgren et al., 1996; Swartz
and MacKinnon, 1997a,b; Larsson et al., 1996; Yang et
 
al., 1996; Yusaf et al., 1996). There is considerable
evidence suggesting that most, if not all, of the ﬁrst
four transmembrane segments participate in sensing
changes in membrane voltage. This is particularly true
for S4, an unusual transmembrane segment that con-
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tains a large number of basic residues (Papazian et al.,
1991; Liman et al., 1991; Perozo et al., 1994; Aggarwal
and MacKinnon, 1996; Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu
et al., 1996; Seoh et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996; Yusaf et
al., 1996; Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998a,b; Ledwell and Al-
drich, 1999). In addition, a growing body of evidence
suggests that S2 and S3 may also be involved in voltage
sensing (Papazian et al., 1995; Planells-Cases et al.,
1995; Seoh et al., 1996; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997; Ti-
wari-Woodruff et al., 1997; Monks et al., 1999). While
there is no strong argument to include S1 in the volt-
age sensor, it is nonetheless present with S2–S4 in all
voltage-gated channels and absent from the simple
pore channels like KcsA and the inward rectiﬁer K
 
1
 
channels. It therefore seems reasonable to consider the
ﬁrst four transmembrane segments as collectively form-
ing a domain-like voltage-sensing structure. This view is
supported by the general sequence conservation in this
region between voltage-gated K
 
1
 
, Ca
 
2
 
1
 
, and Na
 
1
 
 chan-
 
nels. In addition, several “gating modiﬁer” toxins that
bind within this region of voltage-gated ion channels
tend to interact rather promiscuously with voltage-
gated K
 
1
 
, Ca
 
2
 
1
 
, and Na
 
1
 
 channels (Li-Smerin and
Swartz, 1998; Chuang et al., 1998), suggesting that the
voltage-sensing domains adopt well-conserved three-
dimensional structures.
What are the secondary and tertiary structures of
these four transmembrane segments? The inference
from hydrophobicity analysis is that these hydrophobic
segments are membrane-spanning 
 
a
 
-helices. This, how-
ever, remains to be established experimentally. Several
studies examining the secondary structure of short pep-
tides corresponding to isolated S2, S3, or S4 segments
using circular dichroism, Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy, or 1H-NMR are consistent with these seg-
ments adopting 
 
a
 
-helical structures (Mulvey et al., 1989;
Peled and Shai, 1994; Doak et al., 1996; Peled-Zehavi et
al., 1996). Perhaps the strongest case for helical struc-
Figure 1. Topology and se-
quence alignment of voltage-
gated K1 channels. (A) Putative
topology of a single subunit of
the voltage-gated K1 channel
with six putative transmembrane
segments. Top is extracellular
and the bottom is intracellular.
In the tetramer, the coassembly
of S5–S6 segments form the pore
domain. The ﬁrst four trans-
membrane segments form a sin-
gle voltage-sensing domain with
four of these domains surround-
ing the central pore domain. (B)
Sequence alignment between
the four classes of voltage-gated
K1 channels in a region span-
ning four putative transmem-
brane segments (S1–S4) and
linkers. Black bars above the se-
quence represent the approxi-
mate positions of the four trans-
membrane segments as indi-
cated by the Kyte-Doolittle
hydrophobicity analysis. Residue
numbering is for the drk1 K 1
channel. Yellow highlighting in-
dicates similarity to drk1. Bold let-
ters indicate residues that are
highly conserved in all the volt-
age-gated K1 channels. Red ar-
rows mark three highly con-
served proline residues. 
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ture can be made for S2, where there is additional evi-
dence from tryptophan-scanning mutagenesis in the
 
Shaker
 
 K
 
1
 
 channel (Monks et al., 1999).
In this paper, we explore the secondary structures of
the four transmembrane segments in the voltage-sens-
ing domains using alanine-scanning mutagenesis of the
region spanning from the NH
 
2
 
-terminal edge of S1 to
the COOH-terminal edge of S4 in the 
 
drk1
 
 voltage-
gated K
 
1
 
 channel (Frech et al., 1989). We examined
the mutation-induced perturbation in channel gating
for periodicity characteristic of 
 
a
 
-helices. Our results
support the presence of four transmembrane segments
in the region on the NH
 
2
 
-terminal side of the pore do-
main (S5–S6) and suggest that at least parts of all four
segments adopt 
 
a
 
-helical structure. We also found evi-
dence for helical secondary structure in the two extra-
cellular linkers between the four transmembrane seg-
ments. The distribution of gating perturbations on the
four transmembrane segments, together with previ-
ously proposed electrostatic interactions, help con-
strain the packing arrangement within the voltage-sens-
ing domain and suggest which region of the helical
bundle may interface with the pore domain.
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
 
Mutagenesis and Channel Expression
 
Point mutations of 
 
drk1
 
 K
 
1
 
 channels were introduced by generat-
ing mutant fragments by PCR and ligating into appropriately di-
gested vectors. The construct used contained several previously
introduced unique restriction sites (Swartz and MacKinnon,
1997b). Mutations were conﬁrmed by dideoxy sequencing
(Sanger et al., 1977) or by automated DNA sequencing. cDNAs
encoding wild-type and mutant channels were linearized with
 
NotI
 
 and transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase. Oocytes were re-
moved surgically from 
 
Xenopus laevis
 
 frogs and defolliculated by
incubating with agitation for 1–1.5 h in a solution containing
(mM): 82.5 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl
 
2
 
, 5 HEPES, and 2 mg/ml colla-
genase (Worthington Biochemical Corp.), adjusted to pH 7.6
with NaOH. Defolliculated oocytes were injected with cRNA and
incubated at 17
 
8
 
C in a solution containing (mM): 96 NaCl, 2 KCl,
1 MgCl
 
2
 
, 1.8 CaCl
 
2
 
, 5 HEPES, and 50 
 
m
 
g/ml gentamicin (GIBCO
BRL), pH 7.6 with NaOH.
 
Electrophysiology
 
Channels were studied using two-electrode voltage clamp record-
ing between 1 and 5 d after cRNA injection using an OC-725C
oocyte clamp (Warner Instruments). Oocytes were studied in a
160-
 
m
 
l recording chamber that was perfused with a solution con-
taining (mM): 50 RbCl, 50 NaCl, 1 MgCl
 
2
 
, 0.3 CaCl
 
2
 
, and 5
HEPES, pH 7.6 with NaOH. Data were ﬁltered at 2 kHz (eight-
pole Bessel) and digitized at 10 kHz. Microelectrode resistances
were between 0.2 and 1.2 M
 
V
 
 when ﬁlled with 3 M KCl. All ex-
periments were performed at room temperature (
 
z
 
22
 
8
 
C).
Voltage–activation relations were obtained by measuring tail
current amplitude for various strength depolarizations using 50
mM Rb
 
1
 
 as the charge carrier to slow deactivation. The reversal
potential under these ionic conditions was approximately 
 
2
 
25
mV. Holding voltages were chosen where no steady state inactiva-
tion could be detected, typically 
 
2
 
130 to 
 
2
 
80 mV. For most chan-
nels, inward tail currents were elicited by repolarization to 
 
2
 
50
 
mV and tail current amplitude measured 1–3 ms after repolariza-
tion. More negative tail voltages were used for mutants with large
negative shifts in the voltage–activation relationship. For mutants
with large rightward shifts in the voltage–activation relationship,
outward tail currents were elicited by repolarization to voltages
between 0 and 
 
1
 
30 mV. For a few mutant channels that displayed
fast deactivation kinetics, conductance–voltage (G-V) relations
were also examined using steady state outward K
 
1
 
 currents and
calculating G according to G 
 
5 
 
I/V 
 
2 
 
V
 
rev
 
. In these instances, tail
voltage–activation relations and G-V relations were comparable.
 
Analysis of Channel Gating
 
To evaluate the gating properties of mutant channels, we consid-
ered the channel as existing in two states, closed and open, with a
single transition between them. Voltage–activation relations were
ﬁt with single Boltzmann functions according to:
where I/I
 
max
 
 is the normalized tail current amplitude, 
 
z
 
 is the
equivalent charge, V
 
50
 
 is the half-activation voltage,
 
 F
 
 is Faraday’s
constant, 
 
R
 
 is the gas constant, and 
 
T
 
 is temperature in Kelvin.
Curve ﬁtting was performed using Levenberg-Marquardt minimi-
zation procedures (Origin software; MicroCal Software, Inc.). The
difference in Gibbs free energy between closed and open states at
0 mV (
 
D
 
G
 
0
 
) was calculated according to: 
 
D
 
G
 
0
 
 
 
5
 
 0.2389 
 
zF
 
V
 
50
 
. 
The change in 
 
D
 
G
 
0
 
 caused by each mutation (
 
DD
 
G
 
0
 
) was then
calculated as: 
 
DD
 
G
 
0
 
 
 
5 D
 
G
 
0
mut
 
 
 
2
 
 
 
D
 
G
 
0
wt
 
.
 
Analysis of Periodicity
 
Fourier transform methods (Cornette et al., 1987; Komiya et al.,
1988; Rees et al., 1989a,b) were used to evaluate the periodicity
of 
 
DD
 
G
 
0
 
 for mutations in various regions according to: P(
 
v
 
) 
 
5
 
[X(
 
v
 
)
 
2
 
 
 
1
 
 Y(
 
v
 
)
 
2
 
],
where P(
 
v
 
) is the Fourier transform power spectrum as a func-
tion of angular frequency 
 
v
 
, 
 
n 
 
is the number of residues of a seg-
ment, V
 
j
 
 is |
 
DD
 
G
 
0
 
| at a given position j and is the average
value of |
 
DD
 
G
 
0
 
| for the segment. Corrections of the Fourier trans-
form power spectra, such as smoothing the outliers and ramp
correction with least squares, did not signiﬁcantly change the
power spectra. All power spectra are therefore shown without
correction.
To quantitatively evaluate the 
 
a
 
-helical character from power
spectra, the 
 
a
 
-periodicity index (
 
a
 
-PI)
 
1
 
 (Cornette et al., 1987; Ko-
miya et al., 1988) was calculated according to:
While an ideal amphipathic helix should give a peak in the
power spectrum at 
 
z
 
100
 
8
 
, transmembrane helices in membrane
proteins of known structure tend to show peaks signiﬁcantly
shifted to higher frequencies (Rees et al., 1989b). Our choice of
integration window reﬂects the centering of transmembrane he-
II max ¤ 1 e
zF VV 50 – () RT ¤ –
+ ()
1 –
=
X w () Vj V áñ – () jw () sin []
j1 =
n
å = and
Y w () Vj V áñ – () jw () cos [] ,
j1 =
n
å =
V áñ
a-PI 1 30 P w ()w d
90°
120°
ò ¤ 1 180 P w ()w d
0°
180°
ò ¤ ¤ . =
1Abbreviation used in this paper: a-PI, a-periodicity index. 36 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
lices at 1058 (Komiya et al., 1988; Rees et al., 1989b). a-PI values
.2 have been considered indicative of a-helical secondary struc-
ture (Cornette et al., 1987; Rees et al., 1989b).
RESULTS
We began by supposing that the four transmembrane
segments (S1–S4) of the voltage-sensing domains in
voltage-gated K1 channels adopt a-helical structures.
In this case, at least some of the helices would be am-
phipathic, interacting with lipid on one face and pro-
tein on another. Since the region in question under-
goes a conformational change in response to changes
in membrane voltage, a mutation to alanine might be
expected to alter the channel’s gating properties if it
lies at a protein–protein interface, but have little conse-
quence if located at a protein–lipid interface because
alanine is hydrophobic. If all residues in a hypothetical
amphipathic helix were mutated to alanine (one at a
time), then the positions with large effects on gating
might cluster on one face and demarcate the protein–
protein interface and the positions with only small ef-
fects on gating might cluster and identify the protein–
lipid interface. The actual situation is likely to be more
complicated because there may also be water ﬁlled
crevices projecting from the internal or external aque-
ous environments, and therefore a protein–water inter-
face is also possible on the transmembrane surface.
Some helices may interact with other helices in the
voltage-sensing domain through one face and interact
with the helices in the pore domain (S5 and S6)
through another face. Thus, there may also be two dif-
ferent types of protein–protein interfaces with muta-
tions in each having different manifestations. We were
encouraged, however, by a recent study by Monks et al.
(1999), where tryptophan-scanning mutagenesis was
applied to the S2 segment of the Shaker K 1 channel.
They found that residues clustered onto two faces of a
helix with high impact residues dominating one face
and low impact residues dominating the other. Con-
ceptually, a tryptophan scan and an alanine scan are
similar; the difference being that in one case the per-
turbation is typically the result of adding a bulky resi-
due and the other the result of mutating to the smaller
alanine. Both alanine and tryptophan would be ex-
pected to interact favorably with membrane lipids. We
chose to use an alanine scan with the hope that it
would be more gentle than a tryptophan scan and min-
imize instances where mutations cause channels to fold
incompletely or in some way become nonfunctional.
Perturbation in Channel Gating by Mutations in S1 through S4
With the above strategy in mind, we alanine scanned
the voltage-sensing domain of the drk1 voltage-gated K1
channel (Frech et al., 1989). Each residue was sepa-
rately mutated to alanine beginning at K185, near the
presumed NH2 terminus of S1, and continuing through
to T311, near the presumed COOH terminus of S4 (Fig.
1 B). Of the 127 residues mutated, 119 were mutated to
alanine, while the 8 native alanine residues were mu-
tated to either valine or tyrosine. Wild-type and mutant
channels were expressed in Xenopus oocytes and their
gating behavior was assessed using two-electrode volt-
age-clamp recording techniques. Remarkably, all 127
mutant channels, carrying mutations spanning four pu-
tative transmembrane segments and three linkers,
could be functionally expressed. Voltage-activation rela-
tions were obtained for each mutant channel using tail
current protocols (see METHODS). Fig. 2 A shows exam-
Figure 2. Measurement of the effects of mutations on channel
gating properties. (A) Current traces obtained from two-electrode
voltage-clamp recordings for the wild-type (middle) and two mu-
tant drk1 K1 (I297, left; D262A, right) channels. Current families
were elicited by voltage pulses given in 5-mV increments. Tail cur-
rents carried by 50 mM Rb1 were elicited by repolarization to ap-
propriate voltages. For I297A, holding voltage was 2110 mV, tail
voltage was 290 mV, and test pulses start at 290 mV. For the wild-
type channel, holding voltage was 280 mV, tail voltage was 250
mV, and test pulses start at 260 mV. For D262A, holding voltage
was 280 mV, tail voltage was 210 mV, and test pulses start at 215
mV. (B) Voltage-activation relations for the three channels in A.
Symbols are normalized tail current amplitude measured 2–3 ms
after repolarization. Solid lines are single Boltzmann ﬁts to the
data. The parameters derived from ﬁtting are: V50 5 259.6 mV
and z 5 3.5 for I297A, V50 5 22.1 mV and z 5 2.5 for wild type,
and V50 5 136.9 mV and z 5 2.2 for D262A. 37 Li-Smerin et al.
ples of recording traces for the wild-type and two mu-
tant channels. The families of tail currents show that the
opening of these two mutant channels were shifted
compared with the wild-type channel—I297A to more
negative voltages and D262A to more positive voltages.
To obtain a single parameter that reﬂects the strength
of the energetic perturbation produced by each muta-
tion, we ﬁrst ﬁt single Boltzmann functions to the volt-
age-activation relations as shown in Fig. 2 B. Based on
the parameters derived from the curve ﬁtting (see
methods), we calculated the free energy difference be-
tween closed and open states at 0 mV (DG0) for each
channel, and then calculated the difference in DG0 be-
tween wild-type and mutant channels (DDG0). Table I
summarizes the gating properties for all 127 mutations.
Distribution of Gating Perturbations
The absolute values of DDG0 for all the mutant chan-
nels are shown in Fig. 3 superimposed with a Kyte-
Doolittle hydrophobicity analysis (Kyte and Doolittle,
1982) for the region. Residues with large |DDG0| values
tend to cluster into four groups separated by stretches
of relatively small |DDG0| values. The distribution of
perturbation energy correlates nicely with the hydro-
phobicity proﬁle. The energy maxima correspond to
the peaks in the hydrophobicity index, while the en-
ergy minima correspond to the valleys in the index.
Thus, mutations in the linkers between transmembrane
segments where the residues tend to be more hydro-
philic typically have much smaller effects on gating.
The results are quite remarkable and support the no-
tion that four transmembrane segments are present
within this region of voltage-gated K1 channels. While
the largest perturbations are seen in S4 (up to 6.6 kcal
mol21), there are also sizable changes in DDG0 for the
other three transmembrane segments. It is interesting
that there is a trend in the perturbation energies across
the region studied with the smallest effects occurring in
S1 and the largest effects occurring in S4.
Periodicity of Gating Perturbations
Fig. 4 shows a plot of the actual DDG0 values for all of
the mutations, revealing periodicity in the data. Most
notably, positions with negative values of DDG0, where
mutations cause a relative stabilization of the open
state, tend to cluster together in patches. Similar clus-
tering is observed for positions with positive values of
DDG0, where mutations produce a relative stabilization
of the closed state. For example, mutations in the NH2-
terminal half of S4 generally result in large negative val-
ues of DDG0, while mutations in the COOH-terminal
half of S4 mostly cause large positive DDG0 values.
There are similar patterns evident in S1, S2, and S3.
To look more closely for evidence of helical second-
ary structure, we examined each transmembrane seg-
ment individually using Fourier transform methods and
helical wheel diagrams. The Fourier transform power
spectrum calculated from the |DDG0| values for the S1
segment is shown in Fig. 5 B. The spectrum is for 23 res-
idues beginning with K185 and ending with L207, just
before a highly conserved proline at 208. The strongest
peak in the spectrum occurs at 1068, a frequency within
the characteristic range for an a-helix. Previous studies
suggest that a-PI . 2.0 are a strong indication of a-heli-
cal secondary structure (Cornette et al., 1987; Komiya
et al., 1988; Rees et al., 1989b) (see METHODS). The a-PI
Figure 3. Distribution of free
energy perturbations in channel
gating. (A) The bar graph plots
the absolute value of DDG0 for all
mutations studied. Data are
mean  6 SEM from Table I. The
solid line superimposed on the
|DDG0| plot is a windowed hydro-
phobicity index calculated using
the Kyte-Doolittle scale (Kyte and
Doolittle, 1982) with a 17-residue
window. (B) Sliding window anal-
ysis for mean DDG0 (black line)
and hydrophobicity index (gray
line). Both use a 17-residue slid-
ing window. Letters and numbers
indicate the wild-type residues
and their positions, respectively.38 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains39 Li-Smerin et al.
calculated from the spectrum in Fig. 5 B was 2.3. The
periodicity within the data for S1 can also be seen in the
helical wheel (Fig. 5 C) and net (D) diagrams. Six resi-
dues (K185 I192, A188, F194, I195, N205) have |DDG0| $
1 kcal mol21 and most are clustered on one side of
the wheel. The remaining residues have |DDG0| , 1 kcal
mol21 and cover a larger fraction of the wheel circum-
ference. Individual |DDG0| values plotted as vectors on
the helical wheel (Fig. 5 C) have a sum of 4.8 kcal
mol21, a value larger than any individual |DDG0| value.
The sum vector therefore points to the side where resi-
dues have the largest |DDG0| values, most likely identify-
ing the face involved in protein–protein interactions. It
is notable that this side of the helical wheel contains
many of the highly conserved residues observed in se-
quence comparisons (Fig. 1 B) (Durell et al., 1998;
Monks et al., 1999), although it is not a one-to-one cor-
respondence. The residues on the left face of the
The first column indicates the number and identity of wild-type residues. All non–alanine residues were mutated to alanine. Native alanines were mutated
to tyrosine, except for A307, which was mutated to valine. V50 (the half-activation voltage) and z (the equivalent charge) were derived from fitting single
Boltzmann functions to individual tail voltage–activation relations (see materials and methods and Fig. 2). DG0 (the free energy difference between
closed and open states at 0 mV) was calculated as described in materials and methods. DDG0 is the difference in DG0 between the wild-type and the
mutant channel. Data are mean 6 SEM for 3–12 voltage–activation relations from three to nine cells for each channel.40 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
wheel, where mutations have only minor effects on gat-
ing, are all hydrophobic, as if this face of the helix inter-
acts predominantly with lipid. These results suggest that
S1 is a membrane spanning a-helix and that it primarily
contacts two distinct environments.
Fig. 6 shows power spectra and both helical wheel
and net diagrams using |DDG0| values in S2. The ﬁrst
power spectrum covers a stretch of 18 residues, from
V228 to L245, and ends several residues before a highly
conserved proline residue at position 248. As with S1,
the spectrum shows a strong peak near the expected
frequency for an a-helix, in this case at 1028 (Fig. 6 B,
left). The a-PI for this spectrum is 1.8. The a-PI for a
shorter window in S2 (containing 13 residues) is 2.1
(see Fig. 9). The results from a previous tryptophan
scan of S2 in the Shaker K 1 channel also showed that
residues having large and small effects on channel gat-
ing cluster on opposite sides of a helical wheel (Monks
et al., 1999). Power spectra of this tryptophan scan
(gray line) and our alanine-scan (black line) are shown
together in Fig. 6 B for the equivalent 23 residues in
the S2 segments of the Shaker and drk1 K1 channels, re-
spectively. The spectrum of the alanine scan of drk1 be-
gins with Q224 and ends with S246, ﬁve residues longer
than the left spectrum in Fig. 6 B. The superimposed
power spectra for the two sets of data are very similar;
the typtophan scan of Shaker giving a major peak at 1098
(a-PI 5 2.4) and the alanine scan of drk1 giving a peak
at 1038 (a-PI 5 1.6). The spectra for S2 in the drk1 K1
channel are somewhat more complex than for S1, with
multiple peaks observed at lower frequencies (Fig. 6
B). The helical wheel and net diagrams in Fig. 6, C and
D, show the distribution of mutations in S2. Many of
the residues with |DDG0| $ 1 kcal mol21 (shaded cir-
cles) overlap those presented by Monks et al. (1999)
and mainly lie on one face of the wheel. Individual
|DDG0| values were plotted as vectors on the helical
wheel with a sum of 5.3 kcal mol21, larger than any in-
dividual |DDG0| value. The vector sum points to the side
with the largest |DDG0| values, again most likely identi-
fying the face involved in a protein–protein interface.
This side also contains the most highly conserved resi-
dues (Fig. 1 B; Durell et al., 1998; Monks et al., 1999),
including the acidic residues E229 and E239. Most of
the residues where mutations produce only small ef-
fects on gating are hydrophobic, representing a puta-
tive lipid interface. Taken together, these results sug-
gest that S2 is a membrane spanning a-helix.
Two power spectra calculated for S3 are shown in Fig.
7 B. As with S1 and S2, a conserved proline residue
(P268) is present in S3, but in this case the proline is lo-
cated at the center of the segment, as collectively de-
ﬁned by the hydrophobicity analysis and the distribu-
tion of gating perturbations (Figs. 1 and 3). We there-
fore initially examined the power spectrum for only 15
residues beginning with F253A and ending at L267A,
just before the conserved proline at 268. This power
spectrum shows a major peak at 1228, near the edge of
the a-helical frequency, with an a-PI of 1.8. The a-PI for
a 13-residue window in this region is 2.2 (see Fig. 9).
The spectrum for a COOH-terminally extended seg-
ment past the conserved P268 (F253 to L275) is more
complex. A peak is still observed within the helix fre-
quency (1208), but it is no longer dominant, and there
are many other peaks observed at both lower and
higher frequencies. The helical wheel diagram pre-
sented in Fig. 7 C shows that the mutations with |DDG0|
$ 1 kcal mol21 (shaded circles) distribute over a large
Figure 4. Periodicity in the dis-
tribution of free energy pertur-
bations. Plot of actual values of
DDG0 from Table I for all posi-
tions. Letters and numbers indi-
cate the wild-type residues and
their positions, respectively. Dot-
ted lines mark 6 1 kcal mol21.
Open bars mark the approxi-
mate limits of the four trans-
membrane segments deﬁned by
hydrophobicity analysis.41 Li-Smerin et al.
portion of the wheel. However, the net diagram in Fig.
7 D shows a cluster of residues on one face of the helix
where mutations have only small effects on gating. The
sum of the individual |DDG0| vectors was 2.6 kcal mol21,
slightly smaller than the largest individual |DDG0| (3
kcal mol21 for A265). The sum vector points to the side
containing conserved residues (Fig. 1 B; Durell et al.,
1998; Monks et al., 1999), including a highly conserved
aspartate (D262). While our results for the internal or
NH2-terminal two-thirds of S3 are consistent with a-heli-
cal structure, they are ambiguous for the COOH-termi-
nal part of S3.
The amino acid sequence of the S4 segment is
unique in that it contains a repeating triad of two hy-
drophobic residues and one basic residue (arginine or
lysine). There is strong evidence that the basic residues
in S4 move in response to changes in membrane volt-
age and determine the voltage dependence of the
channel (Liman et al., 1991; Papazian et al., 1991, 1995;
Figure 5. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S1 segment.
(A) Amino acid sequence of the S1 segment in the drk1 K1 chan-
nel. The bar indicates the stretch used for Fourier transform analy-
sis. (B) The power spectrum of the |DDG0| values for this stretch,
where P(v) is plotted as a function of angular frequency (v). The
primary peak of power spectrum occurs at 1068. (C) Helical wheel
diagram of these 23 residues viewed from the extracellular side
of the membrane. Large shaded circles indicate positions with
|DDG0| $ 1 kcal mol21 and large open circles indicate positions
with |DDG0| , 1.0 kcal mol21. |DDG0| values were plotted as vectors
on the helical wheel (small open circles); scale is 0–6.9 kcal mol21.
The sum of the |DDG0| vectors, represented by the solid circle, has
a magnitude of 4.8 kcal mol21. (D) Helical net diagram for 23 resi-
dues with top as extracellular and bottom as intracellular. Open
and shaded circles are as in C.
Figure 6. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S2 Segment.
(A) Amino acid sequence of the S2 segment in the drk1 K1 chan-
nel with bars indicating the lengths used for the Fourier transform
analysis. (B) Power spectra of |DDG0| values are for either 18 (left)
or 23 (right) residues. The primary peak in the power spectra oc-
curs at 1028 for the short stretch and at 1038 for the long sequence.
Gray line in right power spectrum was calculated using data from
Monks et al. (1999) for positions in Shaker K1 channel equivalent
to 224–246 in the drk1 K1 channel. P(v) for the Shaker data was
scaled down by factor of 8.5 for comparison and has a dominant
peak at 1098. (C) Helical wheel diagram containing 23 residues
(from Q224 to S246) viewed from the extracellular side of the
membrane. Large shaded circles indicate positions with |DDG0| $
1 kcal mol21 and large open circles indicate positions with |DDG0| ,
1.0 kcal mol21. |DDG0| values were plotted as vectors on the helical
wheel (small open circles); scale is 0–6.9 kcal mol21. The sum of
the |DDG0| vectors, represented by the solid circle, has a magni-
tude of 5.3 kcal mol21. (D) Helical net diagram for 23 residues
with top as extracellular and bottom as intracellular. Open and
shaded circles are as in C.42 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
Perozo et al., 1994; Planells-Cases et al., 1995; Aggarwal
and MacKinnon, 1996; Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu
et al., 1996; Seoh et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996; Yusaf et
al., 1996; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997; Tiwari-Woodruff et
al., 1997; Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998a,b; Ledwell and Al-
drich, 1999; Monks et al., 1999). Thus, mutation of
these basic residues may perturb gating by altering pro-
tein–protein interactions and/or by changing the volt-
age dependence of the conformational changes within
this region of the protein. Suppose that neutralizing
mutations of the arginine and lysine residues in S4 per-
turbed gating by altering the channel’s voltage depen-
dence by reducing the gating charge without any effect
on protein–protein interactions. In this case, a period-
icity of z1208 would be observed, regardless of the sec-
ondary structure of this region, since the residues in
question occur at every third position. However, it is in-
teresting to note that in drk1, two of the seven canoni-
cal basic residue positions contain neutral amino acids
(Q293 and T311) and mutations at two basic residue
positions (R296 and K305) produced only modest per-
turbations in gating (DDG0  5 10.1 kcal mol21 for
R296A and DDG0 5 10.9 kcal mol21 for K305A). Thus,
there are only three positions in the S4 segment of drk1
(R299, R302, and R308) where mutations produce
large perturbations that could, either partially or com-
pletely, be due to changes in gating charge. To mini-
mize the contribution of changes in voltage depen-
dence to the evaluation of periodicity, we compared
spectra containing all |DDG0| values for a given stretch
of residues with those where the |DDG0| values for the
basic S4 residues were set to the mean value of |DDG0|.
This procedure effectively removes these residues from
the power spectrum calculation.
Fig. 8 shows four power spectra for the S4 segment.
The top left spectrum was calculated using all |DDG0|
values for a stretch of 19 residues beginning at Q293
and ending at T311 (starting from the equivalent of R1
in the Shaker K1 channel and ending with the equiva-
lent of K7). This spectrum is very complex, with the
closest peak to the a-helix frequency occurring at 1348.
The spectrum for the same stretch after minimizing the
contribution of the basic residues is still rather com-
plex, but now the dominant peak occurs at lower fre-
quency (Fig. 8 B, top right). The power spectrum calcu-
lated from all |DDG0| values for the COOH-terminal 13
residues in S4 (R299 to T311) contains a strong peak at
1098, within the frequency range expected for an a-helix,
with an a-PI of 1.9 (Fig. 8 B, bottom left). After mini-
mizing the contribution of the basic residues, the spec-
trum for this region still has a peak in the a-helical fre-
quency range (1108), but now this peak is more domi-
nant, as indicated by the larger a-PI value of 2.9 (Fig. 8
B, bottom right). The similarity of the spectra with and
without contributions from the basic residues for the
COOH-terminal part of S4 suggests that the observed
periodicity reﬂects an underlying a-helical secondary
structure. The helical wheel and net diagrams in Fig. 8,
C and D, show that mutations with |DDG0|  $ 1 kcal
mol21 (shaded circles) are distributed with little evi-
dence of clustering. Moreover, the sum of the individ-
ual |DDG0| vectors was 3.4 kcal mol21, signiﬁcantly
smaller than several individual |DDG0| values. These re-
sults suggest that the COOH-terminal part of S4 is a-heli-
cal, but say little about the structure of the NH2-termi-
nal part of S4.
Fig. 9 shows a sliding window analysis of a-PI begin-
Figure 7. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S3 segment.
(A) Amino acid sequence of the S3 segment in the drk1 K1 chan-
nel with bars indicating the length used for the Fourier transform
analysis. (B) Power spectra of |DDG0| values are for either 15 (left)
or 23 (right) residues. The primary peak of power spectrum oc-
curs at 1228 for the short stretch. The spectrum for the longer
length of sequence contains a peak at 1208, but has greater com-
plexity with many additional peaks. (C) Helical wheel diagram
containing 23 residues (from F253 to L275) viewed from the extra-
cellular side of the membrane. Large shaded circles indicate posi-
tions with |DDG0| $ 1 kcal mol21 and large open circles indicate
positions with |DDG0| , 1.0 kcal mol21. |DDG0| values were plotted
as vectors on the helical wheel (small open circles); scale is 0–6.9
kcal mol21. The sum of the |DDG0| vectors, represented by the
solid circle, has a magnitude of 2.6 kcal mol21. (D) Helical net dia-
gram for 23 residues with top as extracellular and bottom as intra-
cellular. Open and shaded circles are as in C.43 Li-Smerin et al.
ning at the NH2 terminus of S1 and ending at the
COOH terminus of S4. A 13-residue window is shown in
A and a 17-residue window is shown in B. A sliding win-
dow hydrophobicity analysis is also shown for compari-
son. The comparison between the a-PI and the hydro-
phobicity index is quite remarkable for two reasons.
First, there is an excellent correlation between the a-PI
and hydrophobicity index for all four transmembrane
segments, especially for S1, S2, and S3. For the 13-resi-
due window, a-PI values greater than 2 are observed for
S1, S2, and S3 and a value of 1.9 is seen for S4. This
high degree of correspondence between a-PI and hy-
drophobicity makes it highly probable that all four
transmembrane segments are in fact a-helical in struc-
ture. A second remarkable aspect of the graph is that
within the two extracellular linkers (S1–S2 and S3–S4)
there are peaks in the a-PI that correspond to troughs
in the hydrophobicity index. For the 17-residue window,
peak a-PI values of 2.1 and 1.6 are observed for the S1–
S2 and S3–S4 linkers, respectively. In contrast, for the
S2–S3 linker, a corresponding minimum is observed for
both the a-PI and hydrophobicity index. Figs. 10 and 11
show power spectra and helical wheel diagrams for the
S1–S2 and S3–S4 linkers, respectively. Both spectra
show dominant peaks within the a-helical frequency
range and both helical wheels show clustering of resi-
dues with small versus moderate effects on gating.
These results raise the possibility that there is an addi-
tional a-helix in each of the two extracellular linkers.
DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to probe the secondary struc-
ture of the transmembrane segments in the voltage-sens-
ing domain of the drk1 K1 channel using alanine-scan-
ning mutagenesis. The premise of the approach is that
rearrangement of the segments in the voltage-sensing
domains is important for the conformational changes in-
volved in gating. There is considerable support for this
notion for S2, S3, and S4 from mutagenesis (Liman et
al., 1991; Papazian et al., 1991, 1995; Perozo et al., 1994;
Planells-Cases et al., 1995; Aggarwal and MacKinnon,
1996; Seoh et al., 1996; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 1997;
Smith-Maxwell et al., 1998a,b; Ledwell and Aldrich,
1999; Monks et al., 1999) and various labeling tech-
niques (Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Yang
et al., 1996; Yusaf et al., 1996; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997).
Thus, we would expect that the energetics of gating
would be perturbed by mutations of residues involved
in protein–protein interactions but would be much less af-
fected by mutations of residues interacting with either
lipid or water. Our measurements do not elucidate the
mechanism by which these mutations perturb the ener-
getics of channel gating. The approach was to look for
patterns that might be revealed by simply quantifying
the perturbation in gating energetics (DDG0) produced
by the mutations. The ﬁrst observation was that the pat-
tern of perturbations in gating energy nicely paralleled
both the hydrophobicity index and the degree of conser-
vation (Figs. 1 and 3), supporting the notion that there
are four transmembrane segments present on the NH2
terminal side of the pore domain. Closer examination of
the periodicity in the energetic perturbations within in-
Figure 8. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S4 segment.
(A) Amino acid sequence of the S4 segment in the drk1 K1 chan-
nel with bars indicating the length used for the Fourier transform
analysis. (B) Power spectra of |DDG0| values are for either 19 (top)
or 13 (bottom) residues. The two left spectra were calculated using
all |DDG0| values for the indicated stretch. The two right spectra
were calculated after setting the DDG0 values for the basic residues
to the mean |DDG0| of all other residues in the indicated stretch.
(C) Helical wheel diagram containing 19 residues (from Q293 to
T311) viewed from the extracellular side of the membrane. Large
shaded circles indicate positions with |DDG0| $ 1 kcal mol21 and
large open circles indicate positions with |DDG0| , 1.0 kcal mol21.
|DDG0| values were plotted as vectors on the helical wheel (small
open circles); scale is 0–6.9 kcal mol21. The sum of the |DDG0| vec-
tors, represented by the solid circle, has a magnitude of 3.4 kcal
mol21. (D) Helical net diagram for 19 residues with top as extra-
cellular and bottom as intracellular. Open and shaded circles are
as in C.44 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
dividual transmembrane segments suggests that at least
portions of all four segments (S1–S4) adopt a-helical
structures. In addition, we found evidence for a-helical
structure in the two extracellular linkers. We will discuss
each of these regions in detail, pointing out a number
of interesting features for each.
The mutations in S1 had the smallest effects on DG0
compared with the other three transmembrane seg-
ments with the largest change of 12.3 kcal mol21 oc-
curring for I192A. Nevertheless, the periodicity in the
data for S1 was clear from both the Fourier transform
power spectrum and helical wheel diagrams (Fig. 5). A
clean peak in the power spectrum occurred at 1068, a
frequency corresponding to an a-helix, with an a-PI of
2.3. The sum of the individual |DDG0| vectors (4.8 kcal
mol21) was much larger than any individual |DDG0| vec-
tor and pointed to the face containing the majority of
residues having large effects. This suggests that S1 is an
a-helix with two main faces interacting with different
environments. The face identiﬁed by the vector sum
likely represents a protein–protein interface. The op-
posite face contains 10 residues with only minor effects
on gating and these residues are all hydrophobic, sug-
gesting that they likely interact with lipid. The highly
conserved proline (P208) at the COOH-terminal bor-
der of S1 may serve as a helix breaker and thus demar-
cate the end of the S1 helix. If the NH2 terminus of the
S1 helix begins at K185, where our analysis starts, the
helix would contain 23 residues and have sufﬁcient
length to cross the hydrophobic core of the lipid mem-
brane (z35 Å). Since the hydrophobicity index is still
rather large at K185, it is possible that the S1 helix may
begin several residues before K185.
Our results for the S2 segment also support a helical
structure, consistent with previous results in the Shaker
K1 channel (Monks et al., 1999). The power spectra
gave major peaks at either 1028 or 1038, depending on
the length of the stretch analyzed. Although the two
spectra shown in Fig. 6 have a-PI values of 1.8 and 1.6,
the sliding 13-residue window analysis gave an a-PI of
2.1. Multiple lower frequency peaks, especially in the
stretch containing 23 residues, imply that the S2 seg-
ment may have a somewhat more complex environ-
ment than S1. As with S1, the sum of the individual
|DDG0| vectors was larger (5.3 kcal mol21) than any indi-
vidual |DDG0| vector, pointing to the face containing the
majority of positions where mutants have large effects.
These results suggest that S2 is an a-helix with the large
vector sum identifying the protein–protein interface.
This face contains two acidic residues (E229 and E239)
that are equivalent to residues in the Shaker K1 channel
(E283 and E293) thought to form electrostatic interac-
tions with basic residues in S4 (Papazian et al., 1995;
Planells-Cases et al., 1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 1997).
It is interesting that mutation of E229, but not E239,
had a signiﬁcant effect on gating. Perhaps the strength
of these electrostatic interactions differs between the
drk1 and Shaker K 1 channels. Most of the positions
where mutations have only minor effects on gating con-
tain hydrophobic residues, suggesting that they might
interact with lipid. The two exceptions, Q224 and
H227, are near the beginning of the helix, where they
might interact with water ﬁlling a crevice. As with S1, a
highly conserved proline (P248) at the COOH-terminal
border of S2 may serve as a helix breaker and thereby
mark the end of the S2 helix. If the S2 helix begins near
Q224, it would have sufﬁcient length (23 residues) to
cross the hydrophobic core of the lipid membrane.
Figure 9. Windowed a-period-
icity analysis for S1–S4. (A) Win-
dowed a-periodicity index analy-
sis with a 13-residue sliding win-
dow (black line). (B) Windowed
a-periodicity index analysis with
a 17-residue sliding window
(black line). The superimposed
gray line in both A and B is a win-
dowed hydrophobicity index cal-
culated using the Kyte-Doolittle
scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982)
with a 17-residue window.
Dashed lines in both A and B
mark a-PI 5 2.0. a-PI $ 2.0 sug-
gest  a-helical secondary struc-
ture (Cornette et al., 1987; Rees
et al., 1989b). The arrows mark
positions in the S1–S2 and S3–S4
linkers with high a-PI values.45 Li-Smerin et al.
It is remarkable that our results for an alanine scan of
S2 in the drk1 K1 channel are so similar to those for a
tryptophan scan of S2 in the Shaker K1 channel (Monks
et al., 1999). While the two related channels are similar
in many ways, the actual mutations made in the two
studies are very different. In the tryptophan scan the
mutation generally introduces a much larger residue,
while in the alanine scan the mutation generally intro-
duces a smaller one. However, comparison of the power
spectra for the two types of scans shows that both spectra
have similar dominant peaks at the proper frequency for
an a-helix, and in addition contain several coincident
minor peaks. The similarity in the results with the two
scans strongly supports the premise that the large per-
turbations occur at protein–protein interfaces and that
the weak perturbations occur at protein–lipid or pro-
tein–water interfaces. For positions where the native res-
idues are hydrophobic, and equally tolerant of alanine
or tryptophan, it seems likely that the solvent is lipid.
Our results for S3, together with the hydrophobicity
and sequence analysis, suggest that either the structure
of this region or its environment is considerably more
Figure 10. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S1–S2
linker. (A) Amino acid sequence of the S1–S2 linker in the drk1 K1
channel. The bar indicates the stretch used for Fourier transform
analysis. (B) The power spectrum of the |DDG0| values for this
stretch, where P(v) is plotted as a function of angular frequency
(v). The primary peak of power spectrum occurs at 1038. (C) Heli-
cal wheel diagram of these 17 residues viewed from the NH2 termi-
nus. Large shaded circles indicate positions with |DDG0| . 0.5 kcal
mol21 and large open circles indicate positions with |DDG0| # 0.5
kcal mol21.
Figure 11. Periodicity of gating perturbations in the S3–S4
linker. (A) Amino acid sequence of the S3–S4 linker in the drk1 K1
channel. The bar indicates the stretch used for Fourier transform
analysis. (B) The power spectrum of the |DDG0| values for this
stretch, where P(v) is plotted as a function of angular frequency
(v). The primary peak of power spectrum occurs at 1048. (C) Heli-
cal wheel diagram of these 17 residues viewed from the NH2 termi-
nus. Large shaded circles indicate positions with |DDG0| . 0.5 kcal
mol21 and large open circles indicate positions with |DDG0| # 0.5
kcal mol21.46 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
complex than seen for S1 and S2. We ﬁrst considered
only the results obtained with the ﬁrst 15 residues in S3
because there is a very highly conserved proline resi-
due (P268) only 15 residues in from the likely start of
the S3 segment. P268 corresponds, not to minima in
the |DDG0| or hydrophobicity index patterns, but to
maxima in both. The power spectrum for this stretch of
15 residues contains a large peak at 1228, near the a-helix
frequency range, but pushing the high frequency end
of that range. The calculated a-PI for the spectrum
shown in Fig. 7 is 1.8, but values as high as 2.2 are ob-
served in the sliding 13-residue window analysis (Fig.
9). The unusually high frequency of 1208 would be con-
sistent with the NH2-terminal part of S3, adopting an
a-helical structure that is more tightly coiled than a typi-
cal helix, possibly indicating that S3 is a 310 helix. This
seems unlikely since a 310 helix of this length would be
highly unusual, if not unprecedented. Alternately, this
may simply reﬂect that the environment of the helix is
rather complex, possibly suggesting that S3 has pro-
tein–protein contacts on multiple faces. In this regard,
it is interesting that residues having large effects on gat-
ing are rather distributed on a helical wheel. This is
manifest in a rather weak vector sum for |DDG0| (2.6
kcal mol21), a value actually less than any individual
|DDG0| value. In any case, a helix containing 15 residues
cannot span the width of the membrane and the min-
ima in both the |DDG0| and hydrophobicity index pat-
terns occur some distance past P268 towards the
COOH terminus. However, the power spectrum for a
COOH-terminally extended region past P268 and con-
taining 23 residues was very complex. Many more peaks
are now observed with the 1208 peak being of equal or
smaller size than many other peaks in the spectrum.
One possibility is that the entire S3 segment is a-heli-
cal, but there is a break or kink at P268 that results in a
phase shift between the NH2- and COOH-terminal por-
tions of the segment. Alternatively, it may simply be
that the environments surrounding the NH2- and
COOH-terminal portions of the S3 helix are very differ-
ent. In this regard, it is interesting to note that before
P268 there is a cluster of mutations that give positive
DDG0 values. On the COOH-terminal side of P268, sev-
eral mutants signiﬁcantly perturb channel gating, but
with no clustering with respect to relative stabilization
of closed or open states. It is important to stress that
our results are equally compatible with the COOH-ter-
minal region of S3 adopting a completely different sec-
ondary structure (i.e., nonhelical).
Another interesting aspect of the COOH-terminal
part of S3 is that it seems to form the binding site for
hanatoxin, a gating modiﬁer of the drk1 K 1 channel.
Three residues (I273, F274, and E277) located on the
COOH-terminal side of P268 are particularly important
for interaction with hanatoxin (Swartz and MacKin-
non, 1997a,b; Li-Smerin and Swartz, 1999). Moreover,
hanatoxin interacts rather promiscuously with different
voltage-gated ion channels (Li-Smerin and Swartz, 1998),
suggesting that this region adopts a similar structure
in different voltage-gated ion channels. This is despite
the fact that the degree of sequence conservation in
the COOH-terminal part of S3 is much less than in the
NH2-terminal part of S3.
The power spectrum for the COOH-terminal 13 resi-
dues of the S4 segment contains a peak at 1098, suggest-
ing a-helical structure. This result does not appear to
be dominated by the repeating pattern of basic residues
because minimizing the contribution of these residues
in the analysis does not alter the position of the main
peak at the a-helical frequency (see RESULTS). In fact, re-
moving the basic residues from the Fourier transform
analysis greatly improves the a-PI (from 1.9 to 2.9). The
spectrum for a longer stretch (containing 19 residues)
was much more complex, with no dominant peaks at
frequencies indicative of an a-helix. These results sug-
gest that the COOH-terminal portion of S4 is a-helical,
but are ambiguous when it comes to the NH2-terminal
part. However, the repeating triad of two hydrophobic
residues and a basic residue extends through the entire
S4 segment, suggesting a similar secondary structure
throughout. Perhaps the simplest explanation is that
the environments of both the NH2- and COOH-termi-
nal parts of the S4 helix are rather different, possibly in-
volving different combinations of protein–protein, pro-
tein–water, and even small protein–lipid interfaces. The
observation that mutations producing the largest ef-
fects on gating are more or less evenly distributed
around the helical wheel suggests that protein–protein
interfaces may dominate most of the transmembrane
surface of S4. In addition, we ﬁnd that mutations in the
NH2-terminal part of S4 produce negative values of
DDG0, whereas mutations in the COOH-terminal part
produce positive values of DDG0. This suggests that the
NH2- and COOH-terminal portions of S4 may play dif-
ferent roles in the voltage-gating process such that mu-
tations in the NH2-terminal part cause a relative stabili-
zation of the open state and mutations in the COOH-
terminal part cause a relative stabilization of the closed
state. Perhaps the two parts of S4 interact with distinct
structural elements of the protein.
One of the most unanticipated results of the present
study was that the analysis of both the S1–S2 and S3–S4
linkers shows evidence of helical secondary structure.
This was ﬁrst apparent from the sliding window analysis
where peaks in the a-PI are observed at minima in the
hydrophobicity analysis (Fig. 9). The helical character
of these linkers is also evident in both the power spec-
tra and helical wheel diagrams (Fig. 10 and 11). If the
extracellular linker between S1 and S2 is an a-helix,
then it most likely rests on the surface of the protein47 Li-Smerin et al.
for two reasons (Fig. 12, A and B). First, we observed
strong helical character for long enough stretches (23
residues) in both S1 and S2 to completely span the hy-
drophobic core of the membrane. Second, in contrast
to most of the membrane-spanning helices, the entire
circumference of the S1–S2 linker helix contains many
hydrophilic residues. Thus, for the S1–S2 linker helix,
the likely interfaces are protein–protein and protein–
water, with no signiﬁcant protein–lipid interfaces. The
conceptual frame of reference for the S3–S4 linker is
less clear because of the uncertainties with the second-
ary structure of the COOH-terminal part of S3. The S3–
S4 linker helix may lie on the surface, as we postulate
for the S1–S2 linker. Alternately, this helix may begin
soon after the conserved proline (268) in S3 and thus
represent an extension of S3 and possibly lie partially
within the membrane (Fig. 12, A and B).
The present results are consistent with S1 to S4 each
adopting a-helical secondary structures, albeit with the
above-noted complexities. What is the tertiary structure
of the four transmembrane helices, and where do they
interface with the pore domain? Our helical wheel dia-
grams and vector plots identify the most likely faces
where protein–protein interactions take place and
where protein–solvent interfaces form. Several previ-
ously proposed electrostatic interactions add additional
constraints (Papazian et al., 1995; Planells-Cases et al.,
1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 1997). Three acidic resi-
dues in the S2 and S3 segments of the Shaker K1 chan-
nel have been proposed to interact with basic residues
in S4. For the Shaker K1 channel, E283 in S2 is thought
to interact with R368 and R371 in S4, while E293 in S2
and D316 in S3 interact with K374 in S4. The equiva-
lent electrostatic network in the drk1 K1 channel would
suggest that E229 in S2 interacts with R299 and R302 in
S4, while E239 in S2 and D362 in S3 interact with K305
in S4. Positioning of the helical wheels to accommo-
date the electrostatic interactions and place the pro-
tein–lipid and protein–protein interfaces appropriately
gives a possible arrangement of the four helices in the
helical bundle (Fig. 12, C and D). The angles of the
four helices with respect to each other and the mem-
brane were then approximated by maximizing the pres-
ence of residues with small effects on gating on the
transmembrane surface (Fig. 12 D). The relative loca-
tion of S1 is the most arbitrary because the only con-
straint for this helix is that a large fraction of its circum-
ference likely interacts with lipid. While this arrange-
ment is speculative, it illustrates several important
points. It seems likely that S1 and S2, the most amphi-
pathic of the helices with probable lipid-exposed faces,
are positioned in the periphery away from the interface
with the pore domain. In contrast, for both S3 and S4,
mutations causing large effects on gating tend to be
regularly distributed around the helices. This suggests
that S3 and S4 are the most buried of the helices, mak-
ing them good candidates to interface directly with
structural elements in the pore domain.
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Figure 12. Secondary structure and packing orientation of S1 to
S4. (A) Membrane-folding model for a voltage-gated K1 channel
showing four membrane spanning a-helices (black cylinders) and
two possible a-helices (gray cylinders) in the extracellular linkers.
The black and gray helices comprise the voltage-sensing domains,
while the blue region (S5 through S6) forms the pore domain. (B)
Possible arrangement of transmembrane helices in the tetrameric
voltage-gated K1 channel shown schematically. Gray helices in the
S1–S2 and S3–S4 linkers are shown lying on the surface of the four
transmembrane helices of the voltage-sensing domain. (C) Helical
wheel diagrams for S1–S4 arranged to allow for appropriate pro-
tein–lipid and protein–protein interfaces and to account for previ-
ously proposed electrostatic interactions (marked by red dotted
line). Electrostatic interactions are for E239 in S2 and D262 in S3
with K305 in S4 and for E229 in S2 with R302 and R299 in S4 (see
discussion). The helical wheel diagrams (same as used in Figs. 5–8)
are shown as viewed from the extracellular side of the channel.
Vector sums all point towards the interior of the complex, al-
though this was not a constraint used in making the arrangement.
(D) S1 to S4 segments presented as a bundle of four helices viewed
from the extracellular side with the approximate position of the
interface with pore domain indicated. Each helix is tilted relative
to the membrane plane and to each other to maximize the pres-
ence of residues with DDG , 1 kcal mol21 on the surface and min-
imize the presence of residues with DDG $ 1 kcal mol21 on the
surface. The relative position of each segment is the same as in C.48 Secondary Structure within the Voltage-sensing Domains
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